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St. Petersburg Vehicle Wraps

 VIEW GALLERY

Give your business an edge by utilizing your vehicles and turning them into moving advertisements through vehicle wraps and graphics. Extreme Signage is a St. Petersburg vehicle wraps and graphics provider, delivering auto wraps, boat wraps, and more to help businesses achieve their brand visibility targets and other business goals.
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No matter how large your fleet is, we can create the vinyl wrap for them and customize them to reflect your brand. Our team also has trained installation technicians who can make sure that your vehicle wraps are carefully done so that they look flawless and not damage the car you want to be wrapped.

Let our St. Petersburg, FL vehicle wraps team help you out with your vehicle wraps, and we can even do customized vinyl wraps, which will reflect your business goals completely.

Call Extreme Signage at (727) 291-1691 for a Free Consultation with a St. Petersburg Commercial Vehicle Wrap Expert!

Vinyl Graphics, Partial Wraps, & Magnets

There are times when you need partial wraps for your vehicle fleet to match your personal or business needs. Fortunately, some wraps will still allow you to transform your car into a promotional tool with the help of these vinyl wrap options.
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Full Vehicle Wraps
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If you want an eye-catching vehicle that will be a full-blown advertisement for your business, you have to go for full body vehicle wraps. We can create full-body vinyl graphics that are customized to showcase your look, brand, and business message. We will even make sure that they are very visible and won’t affect anyone’s visibility as it passes by them on the road.

We also use heavy-duty and premium quality vinyl because it will offer protection for your car, mainly if you are located in areas that experience harsh weather or if they will be used for boats or jet skis.

Partial Car Wraps
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Don’t want your cars to be fully-wrapped? Partial car wraps are available so that only certain parts of your car will be used for the promotion. The parts that we can cover for this service include your car’s side panels, bumper, hood, or any part you want to be covered.

We can apply the wraps on your car and allow it to blend well with your car’s natural shape and lines. If on a tighter budget, this is the perfect wrap to consider for your business.

Vinyl Graphics
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We can also do individual vinyl graphics that can be used for brand promotion and identification. These graphics won’t affect the design of your car because it will be pasted flush on your vehicle’s surface. You can also cut the graphics based on the shape you want it to look in the car. As a result, you don’t have to use a full sheet of vinyl to wrap the car.

Using this type of vinyl wrap enables you to be flexible on where you can put these graphics. It is also faster for you to update the graphics, as well as add new ones without affecting the other graphics you already have in the car.

Most of the images you can get in vinyl graphics are your business logo and your business information.

Vehicle Magnets
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If you don’t want to wrap your car in any graphics but still use the vehicle for business purposes, you can use vehicle magnets. They can be removed and placed wherever you want the advertisement or business information to be seen in the car. These vehicle magnets won’t come off easily even if you drive at a certain speed, and they can be produced easily.

When we create vehicle magnets, we make sure they are based on your style, desired shape, and size.

Perforated Window Film
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For those who wish to maximize the surface of their car for their business promotion activities, we will use perforated window film to cover their windows as well. The film can have all your corporate messages, providing privacy for those inside the car but not affect their visibility. These wraps can also protect your windows from damage as users drive the car wherever they want to advertise in St. Petersburg.
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Professionals Wraps For All Vehicle Types
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Whether you want uniform fleet wraps, personal car wraps, or a simple car color change, Extreme Signage has the wraps perfect for the job. We also have the right equipment and experience to match the right wraps with your business needs.

When you contact our St. Petersburg vehicle wraps provider, we will discuss with you what your marketing strategy is and how you want these wraps to work for you. We will also ask you about your business, so we have an idea of how the wrap can look like based on your brand. Once we have everything in place, we can provide you with a custom quote that will match your budget and cover the services you want us to do for you.

Here are the other wraps we can do for vehicles:

Aside from vehicle wraps, we also do other types of business signage here in Extreme Signage. From outdoor signs to custom signs, we can design and produce the signs in-house.

Attractive Wraps for Your Entire Fleet
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Vinyl wraps are not just for brand promotion. It can also be used for customer confidence and perception because people will consider you as a legal business if they see that your fleet showcases your brand. They will be more confident to reach out to you and immediately learn about the services you offer them before they reach out to you.

Vehicle wraps are also very important for some industries that do not have a fixed office address for people to visit. These industries include tutors, dry cleaners, electricians, repairmen, and other similar professions.

Promotional Car Wraps
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Promotional car wraps can be used for any type of business, regardless of their industry. Having it on your fleet will get everyone’s attention, as well as get the right publicity for your business as it goes around St. Petersburg during its runs. Our wraps will also protect your car from various weather conditions and keep the car beautiful. Whatever message you want us to display can be printed easily in the wraps and bring back the investments you made to get these wraps with the people who are intrigued by your services.

If you want a full transformation for your vehicle, our installers can do everything for you and make sure you will be able to see perfectly once we cover even your windows with promotional wrapping.

Custom Boat Wraps
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Boats can also be wrapped with promotional messages and branding, especially if you use them near a freshwater, beach, or any body of water where people are located. We use high-quality and marine-grade vinyl wraps for boats and trailers for any business or use. These wraps are guaranteed to stay on your craft even if it is submerged underwater and won’t fade through time.

This is ideal for businesses offering boat rental services or those working near any body of water. We can also wrap your trailers, trucks, and food trucks with marine-grade wraps if you operate near the beach.

Boat Identification Numbers

Our team can do wraps that lists down your boat identification details and place them in areas that can be seen by the authorities and others who pass by your boat. We can write down your ID numbers, licenses, and the name of the ship in the right specifications.

Boat-based Businesses

For businesses that use boats or any marine vehicle, we can wrap your vehicle with graphics that will help customers feel safe and comfortable when they get in your craft. Boats used for charter fishing, whale or dolphin watching, or any similar businesses will benefit from high-grade vinyl wraps. When not in use, the wraps can be a marketing tool; people can check out even if it is in the docks.
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Your Designs, Perfected
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To make sure that you get the right wraps each time you reach out to us, we will discuss the options and help you out. If you don’t have a design in mind, we can use your industry’s guidelines and your business details to create a logo, text, photo, or any other graphic that can be attributed to your business. We can also use your existing designs to make the best wraps for you. We will also guide you through the entire wrap making process, so you know what to expect for the final product.

Full-Service Vehicle Wrapping
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Our team is always dedicated to helping any business or individual get the wraps they need for their vehicles. We do large or small vehicles and even do customized sizes in case you want to use it for other cars.

Clients are always offered a free consultation where we will discuss the project and your wrap design ideas. We will go through all the possible options available and design “mockups” that will show you how the wraps will be like when it is installed in your vehicle. You have the option to adjust it as much as you want so that it is perfectly in your standards.

Once the wrap design is complete and approved, we will begin the fabricating process in our local wrap shop. We will then turn over the wraps to your expert installers, who will put the wraps correctly in your fleet. Our team is trained to install them correctly to prevent any ripples or bubbles in the wrap. We can also update or remove the wraps if you need them, as well as do minor repairs for them.

Free Vehicle Wrap Consultation
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No matter how large your commercial fleet is and how much coverage you want for your wraps, our St. Petersburg, FL vehicle wraps team here at Extreme Signage can deliver it for you. We guarantee that the vehicle wraps we can create for you will match your business goals and needs. We make the vehicle wrap process easy for you so that you get the wraps you want for a fraction of the cost.

Call Extreme Signage at (727) 291-1691 for your Free Consultation with a St. Petersburg Vehicle Wrap Specialist!
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Client Review

I wouldn’t hesitate using them again!

Recently, I used Extreme Signs to produce 25 directional signs for our church campus. They did a fantastic job! Their process was efficient and thorough. They sent me proofs to ... read more
- Dale Hogan

Sign Types
 A-frame Signs

ADA Signs
Acrylic Signs
Address Signs
Awning Signs
Banners
Blade Signs
Building Signs
Cabinet Signs
Canopy Tents
Channel Letters
Coronavirus Signage
Corrugated Signs
Custom Tablecovers
Decals
Dibond Signs
Digital Signs
Dimensional Letters
Door Signs
Electronic Signs
Flag Signs

Floor Signs
Foamcore Signs
Hanging Signs
Informational Signs
LED Signs
Large Banners
Lighted Signs
Lobby Signs
Menu Boards
Metal Signs
Monument Signs
Office Signs
POP Signs
Pole Signs
Portable Signs
Post & Panel Signs
Printed Backdrops
Product Displays
Promotional Signs
Pylon Signs

Retractable Banners
Room ID Signs
Safety Signs
Sandblasted Signs
Sidewalk Signs
Storefront Signs
Table Top Displays
Temporary Signs
Tenant Signs
Trade Show Displays
Tradeshow Booths
Tradeshow Exhibits
Vinyl Lettering
Vinyl Printing
Vinyl Wraps
Wall Graphics
Wall Murals
Wall Signs
Wayfinding Signs
Window Film

Window Graphics
Window Signs
Yard Signs






Client Review

All around great shop and service. 

... read more
- Darrell James

 
Industries
 Automotive Signs

Bank Signs
Bar Signs
Barber Signs
Church Signs
City Signs
College Signs
Construction Signs
Convenience Store Signs
Corporate Signs
Dealership Signs
Dentist Signs
Doctor Signs
Gas Station Signs
Hospital Signs
Hospitality Signs
Hotel Signs
Laundromat Signs
Lawyer Signs
Mall Signs
Manufacturing Signs

New Business Signs
Nursery Signs
Political Signs
Property Management Signs
Real Estate Signs
Restaurant Signs
Retail Signs
Salon Signs
School Signs
Small Business Signs
Warehouse Signs






Substrates
 Acrylic Signs

Corrugated Signs
Dibond Signs
Foamcore Signs
Metal Signs
Vinyl Signs
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